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Abstract

We prove a general embedding theorem for Cohen{Macaulay curves
(possibly nonreduced), and deduce a cheap proof of the standard results on
pluricanonical embeddings of surfaces, assuming vanishing H1(2KX) = 0.

1 Introduction

Let C be a curve over an algebraically closed �eld k of characteristic p � 0, and
H a Cartier divisor on C. We assume that C is projective and Cohen{Macaulay
(but possibly reducible or nonreduced). Write HC = degOC(H) for the degree
of H, paC = 1� �(OC) for the arithmetic genus of C, and !C for the dualising
sheaf (see [Ha], Chap. III, x7).

Our �rst result is the following. (A cluster Z of degree degZ = r is simply
a 0-dimensional subscheme with lengthOZ = dimkOZ = r; a curve B is gener-
ically Gorenstein if, outside a �nite set, !B is locally isomorphic to OB . The
remaining de�nitions and notation are explained below.)

Theorem 1.1 (Curve embedding theorem) H is very ample on C if for
every generically Gorenstein subcurve B � C, either

1. HB � 2paB + 1, or

2. HB � 2paB, and there does not exist a cluster Z � B of degree 2 such
that IZOB(H) �= !B .

More generally, suppose that Z � C is a cluster (of any degree) such that
the restriction

H0(C;OC(H))!OZ(H) = OC(H)
 OZ (1)
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is not onto. Then there exists a generically Gorenstein subcurve B of C and
an inclusion ' : IZOB(H) ,! !B not induced by a map OB(H) ! !B. In
particular, (1) is onto if

HB > 2paB � 2 + deg(Z \B)

for every generically Gorenstein subcurve B � C.

Theorem 1.1 is well known for nonsingular curves C. Although particular
cases were proved in [Ca1], [Ba2], [C{F], [C{H], it was clear that the result was
more general. In discussion after a lecture on the Gorenstein case by the �rst
author at the May 1994 Lisboa AGE meeting, the fourth author pointed out
the above result, where C is only assumed to be a pure 1-dimensional scheme.
For divisors on a nonsingular surface, Mendes Lopes [ML] has obtained results
analogous to Theorem 1.1 and to Theorem 3.6. We apply these ideas to the
canonical map of a Gorenstein curve in x3.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on two ideas from Serre and Grothendieck
duality:

(a) we use Serre duality in its \raw" form

H1(C;F) d Hom(F ; !C) for F a coherent sheaf,

where d denotes duality of vector spaces.

(b) If OC has nilpotents, a nonzero map ' : F ! !C is not necessarily gener-
ically onto; however (because we are Hom'ming into !C), duality gives an
automatic factorisation of ' of the form

F � FjB ! !B ,! !C;

via a purely 1-dimensional subscheme B � C, where FjB ! !B is generi-
cally onto. See Lemma 2.4 for details.

Since our main result might otherwise seem somewhat abstract and useless,
we motivate it by giving a short proof in x4, following the methods of [C{F],
of the following result essentially due to Bombieri (when char k = 0) and to
Ekedahl and Shepherd-Barron in general. Recall that a canonical surface (or
canonical model of a surface of general type) is a surface with at worst Du
Val singularities and KX ample. The remaining notation and de�nitions are
explained below.

Theorem 1.2 (Canonical embeddings of surfaces) X is a canonical sur-
face. Assume that H1(2KX ) = 0. Then mKX is very ample if m � 5, or if
m = 4 and K2

X � 2, or if m = 3, pg � 2 and K2
X � 3.

HereH1(2KX ) = 0 follows at once in characteristic 0 fromKodaira vanishing
or Mumford's vanishing theorem. One can also get around the assumption
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H1(2KX ) = 0 in characteristic p > 0 (see [Ek] or [S-B]). In fact Ekedahl's
analysis (see [Ek], Theorem II.1.7) shows that H1(2KS) 6= 0 is only possible in
a very special case, when p = 2; �(OS) = 1 and S is (birationally) an inseparable
double cover of a K3 surface or a rational surface. (The condition pg � 2 when
m = 3 is needed for the simple minded proof of x4, but not for the validity of
the theorem.)

In x5 and x6 we apply these ideas to prove the following theorems on tri-
canonical and bicanonical linear systems of a surface of general type.

Theorem 1.3 (Tricanonical embeddings) Suppose that X is a canonical
surface with K2

X � 3. Then 3KX is very ample if either

(a) q0 := h1(OX ) = 0; or

(b) �(OX ) � 1, dimPic0X > 0 and H1(2KX � L) = 0 for all L 2 Pic0X.

Note that (a) or (b) cover all cases with char k = 0. Thus the cases not covered
by our argument are in char k = p > 0, with either pg < q0 or dimPic0X = 0.

Theorem 1.3 in characteristic 0 is a result of Reider [Rei], but see also [Ca2].
Without the condition K2

X � 3, the double plane with branch curve of degree
8 (that is, X8 � P(1;1; 1; 4)) is a counterexample. It follows from a result of
Ekedahl ([Ek], Theorem II.1.7) that if �(OX ) � 1 then H1(2KX � L) = 0 for
all L 6= 0. The remaining assumption in Theorem 1.3 is that H1(2KX ) = 0,
and this can also be got around, as shown by Shepherd-Barron [S-B].

Theorem 1.4 (Bicanonical embeddings) We now assume that q0 = 0 and
pg � 4.

(a) 2KX is very ample if every C 2 jKX j is numerically 3-connected (in
the sense of De�nition 3.1, see also Lemma 4.2). More precisely, j2KX j
separates a cluster Z of degree 2 provided that every curve C 2 jKX j
through Z is 3-connected.

(b) Assume in addition that K2
X � 10, and let Z be a cluster of degree 2 con-

tained in X. Then Z is contracted by j2KX j if and only if Z is contained
in a curve B � X with

KXB = paB = 1 or 2

(a Francia curve, compare De�nition 6.1), and IZOB(2KX ) �= !B.

(c) In particular, j2KX j de�nes a birational morphism unless X has a pencil
of curves of genus 2.

Remarks 1.5 (1) See De�nition 6.1 for more on Francia curves. A cluster Z of
degree 2 is automatically contracted by j2KX j if it is contained in a curve C � X
for which IZOC(2KX ) �= !C (for a nonsingular curve, this reads 2KX jC =
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KC +P +Q). Thus (b) says in particular that if this happens for some C then
it also happens for a Francia curve.

(2) The assumptions q0 = 0 and pg � 4 are needed for the simple minded
\restriction method" of this paper, but we conjecture that (b) holds without
them (at least in characteristic zero, or assuming q0 = 0); the case Z = fx; yg
with x 6= y (that is, \separating points") follows in characteristic zero by Rei-
der's method. We believe that the conjecture can be proved quite generally by
a di�erent argument based on Ramanujam{Francia vanishing, or by Reider's
method applied to reexive sheaves on X. Stay tuned!

(3) In characteristic 0, Theorem 1.4 (without the assumption q0 = 0) is
due essentially to Francia (unpublished, but see [Fr1]{[Fr2]) and Reider [Rei].
Theorem 1.4, (a) is a consequence of Theorem 3.6 on canonical embeddings of
curves and the generalisation of hyperelliptic curves. The results in Theorem 1.4
are only a modest novelty, in that there is no restriction on the characteristic of
the ground �eld (see [S-B], Theorems 25, 26 and 27 for char k � 11).

Further results on the bicanonical map '2K for smaller values of pg, K2
X

(in characteristic 0) require a more intricate analysis, and we refer to recent or
forthcoming articles ([C{F{M], [C{C{M]). Other applications of our methods
can be found in [F].
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Conventions

This paper deals systematically with reducible and nonreduced curves and their
subschemes B � C. A coherent sheaf F on a curve C is torsion free if there are
no sections s 2 F supported at points; on a 1-dimensional scheme, this is obvi-
ously equivalent to F Cohen{Macaulay. We say that C is purely 1-dimensional
or Cohen{Macaulay if OC is torsion free.

A map ' : F ! G between coherent sheaves on B is generically injective if it
is injective at every generic point ofB; if F is torsion free then ' is automatically
an inclusionF ,! G. If we know that the generic stalks ofF and G have the same
length at every generic point of C then a generically injective map ' : F ! G
is an isomorphism at each generic point, and therefore ker' and coker' have
�nite length. Indeed, they are both coherent sheaves supported at a �nite set,
and by the Nullstellensatz, each stalk is killed by a power of the maximal ideal.
This applies, for example, to the map ' : IZOB(H) ,! !B of Theorem 1.1, see
Lemma 2.3 below.

A scheme B is Gorenstein in codimension 0 or generically Gorenstein if !B
is locally isomorphic to OB at every generic point of B.

A cluster of degree r is a 0-dimensional subscheme Z � X supported at
�nitely many points, with ideal sheaf IZ, structure sheaf OZ = OX=IZ, and
having degZ = h0(OZ) = lengthOZ = r. We sometimes write Z = (x; y) for
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a cluster of degree 2, where x; y are either 2 distinct points of X, or a point x
plus a tangent vector y at x. We say that a linear system jHj on X separates Z
(or separates x and y) if H0(X;OX(H))! OZ(H) is onto, or contracts Z if Z
does not meet the base locus Bs jHj, and rankfH0(X;OX(H))!OZ(H)g = 1.

Notation

X A projective scheme over an algebraically closed �eld k; however, our main
conclusions work over an arbitrary �eld, except insofar as they involve
choosing a point or a cluster of given degree (for example, to see that a
genus 0 curve is �= P1 in Theorem 3.3, or a genus 1 curve has a g12 in
Theorem 3.6).

!X Dualising sheaf of X (see [Ha], Chap. III, x7).

jHj Linear system de�ned by a Cartier divisor H on X.

C A curve, that is, a projective scheme over k which is purely 1-dimensional,
in the sense that OC is Cohen{Macaulay (torsion free).

paC The arithmetic genus of C, paC = 1� �(OC).

KC A canonical divisor of a Gorenstein curve C, that is, a Cartier divisor such
that OC(KC) �= !C (only de�ned if C is Gorenstein).

degL The degree of a torsion free sheaf of rank 1 on C; it can be de�ned by

degL = �(L)� �(OC):

If H is a Cartier divisor on C, we set HC = degOC(H).

S A nonsingular projective surface.

DD0 Intersection number of divisors D;D0 on a nonsingular projective surface.

KS A canonical divisor on S.

K2
X If X is a Gorenstein surface, KX is a Cartier divisor with !X = OX (KX ),

and K2
X is the sel�ntersection number of the Cartier divisor KX . If X

has only Du Val singularities and � : S ! X is the minimal nonsingular
model then KS = ��KX and K2

X = K2
S .

pg; q
0 The geometric genus pg = h0(S;KS ) = h0(X;KX) of S or X (respectively
the irregularity q0 = h1(S;OS ) = h1(X;OX)).

Pn The nth plurigenus Pn = h0(S; nKS ) of S.
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2 Embedding curves

We start with a useful remark.

Remark 2.1 Let H be a Cartier divisor on a scheme X. Then H is very ample
if and only if the restriction map

H0(OX (H))! OZ(H) (2)

is onto for every cluster Z � X of degree � 2.

Proof By the standard embedding criterion of [Ha], Chap. II, Prop. 7.3, we
have to prove that (2) is onto for all the ideals IZ = mx or mxmy with x; y 2 X.
For x 6= y, we are done.

By assumption H0(OC(H))! OC=mx is onto for every x 2 X. Now if the
image of H0(mxOC(H)) ! mx=m

2
x is contained in a hyperplane V � mx=m

2
x,

then the inverse image of V in OC;x generates an ideal I � OX;x de�ning
a cluster Z of degree 2 supported at x such that H0(OC(H)) ! OZ is not
onto. Q.E.D.

Remark 2.2 The chain of reasoning we use below is that, by Remark 2.1 and
cohomology, H is very ample if and only if H1(IZOX (H)) ! H1(OX (H))
is injective for each cluster Z of degree 2, or dually (if X = C is a curve),
Hom(OC(H); !C)! Hom(IZ(H); !C) is onto.

Lemma 2.3 Let C be a curve. Assume that there is a Cartier divisor H on
C and a cluster Z � C for which the sheaf L = IZOC(H) has an inclusion
L ,! !C . Then C is generically Gorenstein.

Proof By assumption, L �= OC at every generic point of C. We must prove
that an inclusion L ,! !C maps onto every generic stalk !C;�, or equivalently,
that the cokernel N = !C=L has �nite length. We give two slightly di�erent
proofs, one based on RR, and one using properties of dualising modules.

Let OC(1) be an ample line bundle on C. Then by Serre vanishing (see
[Se1], nÆ 66, Theorem 2 or [Ha], Chap. III, Theorem 5.2), for n� 0, the exact
sequence

0! L(n)! !C(n)!N (n)! 0

is exact on global sections, and all the H1 vanish. Now by RR and duality,

h0(!C(n)) = h1(OC(�n)) = ��(OC) + n degOC(1) for n� 0.

On the other hand, RR also gives h0(L(n)) = �(OC) + degL+ n degOC(1) for
n� 0, since L �= OC at every generic point. Thus

h0(N (n)) = �2�(OC) + degL for all n� 0,
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and therefore N has �nite length.
The alternative proof of the lemma uses the \well-known fact" (see below)

that the generic stalk !C;� of the dualising sheaf at a generic point � 2 C is a
dualising module for the Artinian local ring OC;�, so that they have the same
length, and therefore an inclusion L ,! !C is generically an isomorphism. The
above proof in e�ect deduces length!C;� = lengthOC;� from RR together with
Serre duality, the de�ning property of !C .

Proof of the \well-known fact" This is proof by incomprehensible refer-
ence. First, if � 2 X is a generic point of a scheme, more-or-less by de�ni-
tion, a dualising module of the Artinian ring OX;� is an injective hull of the
residue �eld OX;�=mX;� = k(�) (see [Gr{Ha], Proposition 4.10); in simple-
minded terms, OX;� clearly contains a �eld K0 such that K0 � k(�) is a �nite
�eld extension, and the vector space dual HomK0

(OX;� ;K0) is a dualising mod-
ule. Next, if � 2 X is a generic point of a subscheme X � P= PN of pure
codimension r, then by [Ha], Chap. III, Prop. 7.5, the dualising sheaf of X is
!X = ExtrO (OX ; !P). On the other hand, the local ring OP;� of projective space
along � is an r-dimensional regular local ring, and therefore Gorenstein, so that
by [Gr{Ha], Prop. 4.13, ExtrO ;�

(OX;� ; !P;�) is a dualising module of OX;� (an
injective hull of the residue �eld OX;�=mX;� = k(�)). Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4 (Automatic adjunction) Let F be a coherent sheaf on C, and
' : F ! !C a map of OC-modules. Set J = Ann' � OC , and write B � C for
the subscheme de�ned by J . Then B is Cohen{Macaulay and ' has a canonical
factorisation of the form

F � FjB ! !B = HomOC (OB ; !C) � !C ; (3)

where FjB ! !B is generically onto.

Proof First, !C is torsion free, because Hom(G; !C) = 0 for any sheaf G
with 0 dimensional support, hence J = Ann' has no embedded primes, and
OB = OC=J is Cohen{Macaulay. By construction of J , the image of ' is
contained in the submodule�

s 2 !C
�� J s = 0

	
� !C :

But this clearly coincides with Hom(OB ; !C). Now the inclusion morphism
B ,! C is �nite, and !B = HomOC (OB ; !C) is just the adjunction formula
for a �nite morphism (see, for example, [Ha], Chap. III, x7, Ex. 7.2, or [Re],
Prop. 2.11).

The factorisation (3) goes like this: ' is killed by J , so it factors via the
quotient module F=JF = FjB. As just observed, it maps into !B � !C .
Finally, it maps onto every generic stalk of !B , again by de�nition of J : a
submodule of the sum of generic stalks

L
!B;� is the dual to the generic stalkL

OB0;� of a purely 1-dimensional subscheme B0 � B, and ' is not killed by
the corresponding ideal sheaf J 0. Q.E.D.
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Remark 2.5 We de�ne B to be the scheme theoretic support of '. Note that
if C =

P
ni�i is a Weil divisor on a normal surface and F a line bundle, the

curve B � C de�nes a splitting C = A+B where A is the divisor of zeros of ':
at the generic point of �i, the map ' then looks like yaii , where yi is the local
equation of �i, and A =

P
ai�i. In the general case however, A does not make

sense.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let H be a Cartier divisor, and I the ideal sheaf of
a cluster for which H1(IOC(H)) 6= 0. Then Hom(IOC(H); !C) 6= 0 by Serre
duality. First pick any nonzero map ' : IOC(H) ! !C . By Lemma 2.4, '
comes from an inclusion IOB(H) ,! !B for a subscheme B � C, and B is
generically Gorenstein by Lemma 2.3.

Finally, if H0(OC(H)) ! OZ(H) is not onto, then the next arrow in the
cohomology sequence

H1(IOC(H))! H1(OC(H))

is not injective, and dually, the restriction map

Hom(OC(H); !C)! Hom(IOC(H); !C)

is not onto. Thus we can pick ' : IOC(H)! !C which is not the restriction of
a map OC(H)! !C . Then also the map IOB(H) ,! !B given by Lemma 2.4
is not the restriction of a map OB(H) ,! !B .

For the �nal part, an inclusion IOB(H) ,! !B has cokernel of �nite length,
so that �(IOB(H)) � �(!B). Plugging in the de�nition of degree gives

1� paB +HB � deg(Z \B) � paB � 1;

that is,

HB � 2paB � 2 + deg(Z \B):

Thus, assuming the inequality (2) of Theorem 1.1, no such inclusion IOB(H) ,!
!B can exist, so that H0(OC(H))!OZ(H) is onto. Q.E.D.

3 The canonical map of a Gorenstein curve

We now discuss the canonical map 'KC
of a Gorenstein curve, writing KC for a

canonical divisor of C, that is, a Cartier divisor for which !C �= OC(KC). Our
approach is motivated in part by the examples and results in the reduced case
treated in [Ca1].

De�nition 3.1 A Gorenstein curve C is numerically m-connected if

degOB(KC) � deg !B = deg(!C 
OB)� (2paB � 2) � m

for every generically Gorenstein strict subcurve B � C. (We say that a curve
C over any �eld k is numerically m-connected if C 
 k is.)
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Remark 3.2 Note that for divisors on a nonsingular surface,

degOB(KC) � deg !B = (KS + C)B � (KS +B)B = (C �B)B:

In this context, Franchetta and Ramanujam de�ne numerically connected in
terms of the intersection numbers AB = (C � B)B for all e�ective decom-
positions C = A + B. The point of our de�nition is to use the numbers
degOB(KC) � deg !B in the more general case as a substitute for (C � B)B.
In e�ect, we think of the adjunction formula as de�ning the \degree" of the
\normal bundle" to B in C, in terms of the di�erence between KC jB and !B .

Theorem 3.3 Let C be a Gorenstein curve.

(a) If C is numerically 1-connected then H0(OC) = k (the constant functions).

(b) If C is numerically 2-connected then either jKCj is free or C �= P1. In
particular, in this case paC = 0 implies C �= P1.

Proof of (a) First, if f 2 H0(OC) is a nonzero section vanishing along some
reduced component of C, then applying Lemma 2.4 to the multiplication map
�f : OC(KC ) ! !C gives an inclusion OB(KC ) ,! !B, which numerically
1-connected forbids (because degOB(KC ) > deg !B). Now if h0(OC) > 1,
there exists a nonzero section f 2 H0(OC) vanishing at any given point x 2 C.
An inclusion OC ,! mx contradicts at once 0 = degOC > degmx = �1, so
that f must vanish along some component of C, and we have seen that this is
impossible. Q.E.D.

Proof of (b) As discussed in Remark 2.2, the standard chain of reasoning is
as follows:

1. x 2 C is a base point of jKCj if and only if H0(OC(KC )) ! Ox(KC ) is
not onto, and then

2. H1(mxOC(KC))! H1(OC(KC)) is not injective,

3. dually, Hom(OC(KC ); !C)! Hom(mxOC(KC); !C) is not onto,

4. therefore there exists a map s : mxOC(KC)! !C linearly independent of
the identity inclusion.

Now by Lemma 2.4, the map s factors via an inclusion mxOB(KC ) ,! !B
on a generically Gorenstein curve B. But then B ( C is forbidden by the
numerically 2-connected assumption degmxOB(KC)� deg !B � 1.

Therefore B = C, that is, s : mxOC(KC) ,! !C is an inclusion. After tensor-
ing down with �KC , this gives an inclusion i : mx ,!OC linearly independent
of the identity. Write F = i(mx) � OC . Then degF = �1, and therefore
F = mz for some z 2 C.
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Now for any point y 2 C nfxg, there exists a linear combination s0 = s+�id
vanishing at y, which therefore de�nes an isomorphism mx

�= my . This implies
that every point y 2 C is a Cartier divisor, hence a nonsingular point. Since
C is clearly connected, and OC(x� y) �= OC for every x; y 2 C, it follows that
C �= P1.

For the �nal statement, if paC = 0 then 1 = h0(OC) = h1(!C) by (a) and
duality, hence h0(!C) = 0 by RR, so that H0(OC(KC )) ! Ox is not onto for
any x 2 C. Q.E.D.

De�nition 3.4 We say that a Gorenstein curve C is honestly hyperelliptic
([Ca1], De�nition 3.18) if there exists a �nite morphism  : C ! P1 of de-
gree 2 (that is,  is �nite and  �OC is locally free of rank 2 on P1). The linear
system  �jOC(1)j de�ning  is called an honest g12.

We note the immediate consequences of the de�nition.

Lemma 3.5 An honestly hyperelliptic curve C of genus paC = g � 0 is iso-
morphic to a divisor C2g+2 in the weighted projective space P(1;1; g+ 1), not
passing through the vertex (0; 0; 1), de�ned by an equation

w2 + ag+1(x1; x2)w + b2g+2(x1; x2) = 0:

It follows that every point of C is either nonsingular or a planar double point,
and that C is either irreducible, or of the form C = D1+D2 with D1D2 = g+1.

The projection ' : C ! P1 is a �nite double cover, and the inverse image of
any x 2 P1 is a Cartier divisor which is a cluster Z � C of degree 2. In other
words, Z is either 2 distinct nonsingular points of C, a nonsingular point with
multiplicity 2, or a section through a planar double point of C.

Theorem 3.6 Let C be a numerically 3-connected Gorenstein curve. Then
either jKCj is very ample or C is honestly hyperelliptic.

In particular, in this case if paC � 2 then KC is ample, and if paC = 1
then C is honestly hyperelliptic.

Proof Let Z be a cluster of degree 2 for which H0(OC(KC )) ! OZ(KC)
is not onto. The previous chain of reasoning gives a map IZOC(KC) ! !C
linearly independent of the identity inclusion. An inclusion IZOB(KC) ,! !B
with B ( C is forbidden as before by C numerically 3-connected. Therefore
we get an inclusion s : IZOC(KC) ,! !C linearly independent of the identity
inclusion. Note that any linear combination s0 = s + �id of the two sections is
again generically injective, since an inclusion IZOB(KC) ,! !B with B ( C is
forbidden by numerically 3-connected.

The image F = s(IZOC(KC)) � !C is a submodule of colength 2, therefore
of the form F = IZ0!C for some cluster Z0 � C. Tensoring down the iso-
morphism s : IZOC(KC) ! IZ0!C gives an isomorphism s : IZ �= IZ0 , still
linearly independent of the identity inclusion IZ ,!OC .
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Logically, there are 3 cases for Z and Z0. The �rst of these corresponds to
an honest g12 on C; the other two, corresponding to a g12 with one or two base
points, lead either to paC � 1 or to a contradiction. The case division is as
follows:

Case Z \ Z0 = ; Then the isomorphism IZ �= IZ0 implies that both Z and
Z0 are Cartier divisors, and the two linearly independent inclusions IZ ,! OC
de�ne an honest g12 on C. In more detail: OC(Z) has 2 linearly independent
sections with no common zeroes, and no linear combination of these vanishes on
any component of C. Therefore jZj de�nes a �nite 2-to-1 morphism C ! P1.

Case Z = Z0 This case leads to an immediate contradiction. Indeed, take
any point x =2 SuppZ; then some linear combination of the two isomorphisms
s; id: IZ ! IZ vanishes at x, and therefore vanishes along any reduced compo-
nent of C containing x. But we have just said that this is forbidden.

Case Z \ Z0 = x Here the case assumption can be rewritten IZ + IZ0 = mx.
This case is substantial, and it really happens in two examples:

1. if C is an irreducible plane cubic with a node or cusp P , and Q;Q0 2 C nP
then mPmQ

�= mPmQ0 ;

2. P1 has an incomplete g12 with a �xed point, of the form P + jQj.

We prove that we are in one of these cases. In either example, the curve C has
an honest g12 (not directly given by our sections s; id), so the theorem is correct.

Claim 3.7 For any point y 2 C n fxg, there exists a linear combination s0 =
s + �id de�ning an isomorphism IZ �= mxmy .

Proof of Claim Since IZ ; IZ0 � mx, we have two linearly independent
maps s; id: IZ ,! mx, and some linear combination s0 = s + �id vanishes
at y. Also, no map IZ ! mx vanishes along a component of C. Thus
s0(IZ) = mxmy. Q.E.D.

It follows from the claim thatmxmy
�= mxmy0 for any two points y; y0 6= x, so

that y; y0 are nonsingular, and C is reduced and irreducible. Now let � : C1 ! C
be the blow up of mx. Then, essentially by de�nition of the blow up, mxOC1

�=
OC1

(�E) where E is a Cartier divisor on C1. Then mC1;y
�= mC1 ;y0 for general

points y; y0 2 C1, hence as usual C1
�= P1. If C1

�= C there is nothing more to
prove.

If C1 6�= C, the conductor ideal C = HomOC (��OC1
;OC) of ��OC1

in OC is
mx. Indeed, let f 2 k(C) be the rational function such that multiplication by
f gives mxmy

�= mxmy0 ; then f is an aÆne parameter on C1 = P1 outside y,
so that all regular functions on C1 are regular functions of f , and fmx = mx

implies ��(mxOC1
) = mx � OC . Now it is known that the only Gorenstein

curve singularity x 2 C with conductor ideal mx is a node or cusp (see [Se2],

11



Chap. IV, x11 or [Re], Theorem 3.2): indeed, mx � OC � ��OC1
, and the

Gorenstein assumption n = 2Æ gives length(��OC1
=OC) = length(OC=mx) = 1.

Therefore paC = 1.
For the �nal statement, if paC = 1 then 1 = h0(OC) = h1(!C) by Theo-

rem 3.3, (a) and duality, hence h0(!C) = 1 by RR, so that H0(OC (KC))!OZ
is not onto for any cluster Z 2 C of degree 2. Q.E.D.

Remark 3.8 If C is a numerically 3-connected Gorenstein curve with paC � 2,
then Theorem 3.6 says thatKC is automatically ample, and the usual dichotomy
holds: either KC is very ample, or C is honestly hyperelliptic.

Now assume instead that the dualising sheaf !C = OC(KC) is ample and
generated by its H0. Equivalently, that jKC j is a free linear system, de�ning
a �nite morphism (the canonical morphism) ' = 'KC

: C ! Ppa�1. In [Ca1],
De�nition 3.9, C was de�ned to be hyperelliptic if 'KC

is not birational on some
component of C. Thus by Theorem 3.6, in the 3-connected case, hyperelliptic
and honestly hyperelliptic coincide.

4 Canonical maps of surfaces of general type

We give a slight re�nement of a useful lemmadue independently to J. Alexander
and I. Bauer.

Lemma 4.1 (Alexander{Bauer) Suppose that H is a Cartier divisor on an
irreducible projective scheme X. Assume given e�ective Cartier divisorsD1; D2,
D3 such that

(i) H0(OX(H))! H0(ODi
(H)) is onto.

(ii) H is very ample on every � 2 jDij for i = 1; 2; 3.

Then H is very ample on X if either

(a) H
lin
� D1 +D2 and dim jD2j � 1, or

(b) H
lin
� D1 +D2 +D3 and dim jDij � 1 for i = 1; 2; 3.

Proof (a) is proved in [Ba1], Claim 2.19 and [Ra], Lemma 3.1, and also in
[C{F], Prop. 5.1.

We prove (b). By Remark 2.1, we need to prove that if x is any point of X,
and y is either another point of X or a tangent vector at x, then jHj separates x
from y. If some �i 2 jDij contains both x and y, we are done by the assumptions
(i) and (ii). In particular, since dim jDij � 1, such a �i exists if x or y belong
to the base locus of jDij.

Finally, if none of the above possibilities occurs, we can �nd �1 containing x
but not y, and �2;�3 containing neither x nor y. Then �1+�2+�3 separates
x from y. Q.E.D.

12



Proof of Theorem 1.2 Let � : S ! X be the natural birational morphism
from a minimal surface of general type S to its canonical model X; write KS

and KX for the canonical divisors of S and X. Then !X is invertible and
��(!X) �= !S ; in particular H0(X;mKX ) �= H0(X;mKS) andK

2
X = K2

S .

Step I If C 2 j(m � 2)KX )j, then H0(OX (mKX )) ! H0(OC(mKX )) is
onto. This follows from our assumption H1(OX (2KX )) = 0.

Step II If C 2 j(m� 2)KX j, then OC(mKX ) is very ample.

Proof By the curve embedding theorem Theorem 1.1, it is enough to prove
that mKXB � 2paB + 1 for every subcurve B � C. Note that by adjunction
KC = (m � 1)KX jC , so that we can write mKX jB = KX jB +KC jB. Since KX

is ample, KXB � 1, and therefore we need only prove that KXC � 3 and

degOB(KC )� deg!B � 2 for every strict subcurve B � C,

that is, that C is numerically 2-connected.
The corresponding fact for the minimal nonsingular model S ! X is easy

and well known.1 Therefore C numerically 2-connected follows from the next
result, whose proof we relegate to an appendix.

Lemma 4.2 Let X be a surface with only Du Val singularities, and � : S ! X
the minimal resolution of singularities. Let C � X be an e�ective Cartier
divisor, and C� = ��C the total transform of C on S. Then

C� numerically k-connected =) so is C.

Moreover, if C� is numerically 2-connected, and is only 3-disconnected by
expressions C� = A + B where A or B is a �2-cycle exceptional for � then C
is numerically 3-connected.

Step III h0((m � 2)KX) � 3 if m � 5, and � 2 if m = 3 or 4.

Proof For m = 3 this is just the assumption pg � 2.
For m � 4, if pg � 2, then clearly h0((m � 2)KX) � 3. Otherwise, in the

case pg � 1, we use the traditional numerical game of [B{M], based on Noether's

1Tutorial This is an easy consequence of the Hodge algebraic index theorem. If D is nef
and big and D = A + B then A2 + AB � 0, AB + B2 � 0. The index theorem says that
A2B2 � (AB)2, with equality only if A;B are numerically equivalent to rational multiples
of one another. The reader should carry out the easy exercise of seeing that AB � 0 gives
a contradiction, and proving all the connected assertions we need. Or see [Bo], x4, Lemma 2

for details (the exceptional case n = 2, 2KS = A +B, with A
num
� B

num
� KS and K2

S
= 1 is

excluded by the assumptionK2

S
� 2 if m = 4 of Theorem 1.2).
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formula 12�(OX) = (c21 + c2)(X). It consists of writing out Noether's formula
using Betti numbers for the etale cohomology, in the form

10+ 12pg = 8h1(OX ) + 2�+ b2 +K2
X : (4)

Here the nonclassical term � = 2h1(OX )� b1 satis�es � � 0, and � = 0 if
char k = 0. Since all the terms on the right hand side of (4) are � 0, it follows
immediately that

pg � 1 =) h1(OX) � 2

pg � 0 =) h1(OX) � 1:

Therefore, pg � 1 implies �(OX ) � 0; hence, for m � 4, by RR

h0((m � 2)KX ) � �(OX ) +

�
m � 2

2

�
K2
X

(
� 3 if m � 5,

� 2 if m = 4.

Step IV Form = 3, we simply apply Lemma 4.1, (b) to 3K
lin
� K+K+K.

For m = 4 we apply Lemma 4.1, (a) to 4K
lin
� 2K + 2K: the assumptions (i)

and (ii) of the lemma hold by Steps I, II and III.
For m � 5, we want to show that H0(OX(mKX )) ! OZ is onto for any

cluster Z � X of degree 2. But by Step III, there exists C 2 j(m � 2)KX j
containing Z. The result then follows by Steps I and II. Q.E.D.

Appendix: Proof of Lemma 4.2

Suppose that B � C is a strict subcurve. Write B0 for the birational (= strict
or proper) transform of B in S and C� = ��C for the total transform of C. For

the proof, we �nd a divisor bB (the hat transform) with the properties

(i) B0 � bB � C� and bB �B0 contains only exceptional curves;

(ii) pa bB = paB.

Suppose �rst that we know bB satisfying these conditions. Then

(C� � bB) bB � k
by the assumption on C�, which we write

(KS + C�) bB � (KS + bB) bB � k:
Here the �rst term equals (KX+C)B = degOB(KC), and the second 2pa bB�2 =
2paB � 2. Thus

degOB(KC )� (2paB � 2) = (KS + C�) bB � (2pa bB � 2) � k:

14



So it is enough to �nd bB. For this, following the methods of [Ar1]{[Ar2], let�
�i
	
be all the exceptional �2-curves. De�ne bB = B0 +

P
ei�i with ei 2 Z,

ei � 0 minimal with respect to the property bB�i � 0; this exists, because
C� � A0 has the stated property (where A0 is the birational transform of the
residual Weil divisor C �B).

Claim 4.3 The curve bB has the following properties:

(iii) !B = ��! bB;

(iv) R1��! bB = 0.

Therefore pa bB = paB.

Proof of Claim Taking �� of the short exact sequence

0!OS(KS)!OS(KS + bB)! !
bB ! 0

gives 0 ! OX (KX ) ! OX(KX + B) ! ��! bB ! 0 and R1��OS(KS + bB) =
R1��! bB. The �rst of these implies that !B = ��! bB . Indeed, if B � X is
an e�ective Weil divisor on any Cohen{Macaulay variety then the adjunction
formula !B = Ext1OX (OB ; !X) (see, for example, [Re], Theorem 2.12, (1)) boils
down to an exact sequence 0 ! OX(KX ) ! OX (KX + B) ! !B ! 0. This
proves (iii).

By the method of [Ar1]{[Ar2],

R1��OS (KS + bB) = lim �H
1(D;OD(KS + bB));

where the inverse limit is taken over e�ective divisors D =
P
aj�j. If all the

H1 = 0, the limit is zero, as required.
Suppose then by contradiction that D =

P
aj�j has H1(OD(KS + bB)) 6= 0.

Then dually, Hom(OD(KS + bB); !D) 6= 0, and Lemma 2.4 gives an inclusion

OD(KS + bB) ,! !D (for a possibly smaller D). Writing out the adjunction

formula for !D and tensoring down by KS + bB gives OD ,! OD(D � bB).
Therefore ( bB � D)�i � 0 for every �i � D, and by construction of bB for the

other �i. Now bB �D = B0+
P
e0j�j contradicts the minimality of bB, provided

we show that the e0j � 0. For this, note that�X
e0j�j

�
�i = ( bB �D)�i � B0�i � 0 for every i

and the intersection form on the �i is negative de�nite, so that the standard
argument implies

P
e0j�j � 0 (write it as A�B where A;B � 0 have no common

divisor, and calculate B2). Q.E.D.
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5 The tricanonical map

We state the following points as independent lemmas in order to tidy up our
proofs, and because they might be useful elsewhere. The �rst is a particular
case of the numerical criterion for atness, see [Ha], Chap. III, Theorem 9.9.

Lemma 5.1 (Flat double covers) If ' : X ! Y is a generically 2-to-1 mor-
phism (say with Y integral), then for any y 2 Y , the condition length'�1(y) = 2
implies that ' is at over a neighbourhood of y.

Lemma 5.2 (Class group) Let X be a normal surface; then the functor of
Weil divisors on X modulo linear equivalence is represented by a group scheme
WClX which is the product of a �nitely generated Abelian group by a group
scheme of �nite type.

Proof Let Y ! X be a resolution, and write Y0 = Y n exceptional locus �=
X n SingX. Then obviously WClX = PicY0 and PicY ! PicY0 is surjective
(on the level of functors). Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.3 (Push-down of invariant linear systems) Let ' : X ! Y be
a �nite morphism of degree 2, where X and Y are normal. Suppose that L is a
linear system of Cartier divisors on X with the property that 'jD : D ! �D =
'(D) has degree 2 for every D 2 L. Then the �D are linearly equivalent Weil
divisors, that is, they are all members of one linear system.

Proof For any D;D0 2 L, note that 2�D = ��D is a Cartier divisor on Y , and

2�D
lin
� 2�D0 , because if D is locally de�ned by f 2 k(X) (or D �D0 = div f)

then 2�D is locally de�ned by Norm(f), where Norm = Normk(X)=k(Y ).
Thus the Weil divisor class �D��D0 is a 2-torsion element of the Weil divisor

class group WClY , which by Lemma 5.2 is an algebraic group of �nite type. Its
2-torsion subgroup is a �nite algebraic group scheme G. Now for �xed D0 2 L,
taking D 7! �D � �D0

de�nes a morphism from the parameter space of the
linear system L to G, which must be the constant morphism to 0. This proves
what we need.

Assuming that ' is separable make this argument more intuitive, since then
it is Galois, and '�OX splits into invariant and antiinvariant parts: '�OX =
OY �L, with L a divisorial sheaf. Then �D is locally either a Cartier divisor or
in the local Weil divisor class of L, and �D � �D0 is in the kernel of '�, which
is a �nite algebraic group scheme, etc. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.4 Let � be a linear system of Weil divisors through a point P on a
normal surface Y . Then the curves in � singular at P form a projective linear
subspace of codimension � 2.

Proof Easy exercise involving the resolution and birational transform.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3, Case (a) Since q0 = 0, we have �(OX ) � 1, and
K2
X � 3 gives P2 = h0(2KX ) � 4. Let Z be a cluster of degree 2 on X. Since

P2 � 4, the linear subsystem j2KX�Zj consisting of curves D 2 j2KX j through
Z has dimension � 1, and any D 2 j2KX j is 3-connected by the �nal part of
Lemma 4.2 (whose assumptions are easily veri�ed as in [Bo], x4, Lemma 2). By
H1(KX ) = 0, the sequence

0! H0(X;OX (KX ))! H0(X;OX (3KX))! H0(D;!D)! 0

is exact. Since j!Dj is free by Theorem 3.3, it follows that ' = '3KX
is a �nite

morphism ' : X ! Y � PN, where N = P3 � 1. Assume that j3KX j does not
separate Z. Then, by Theorem 3.6, D is honestly hyperelliptic. Since the same
argument applies to any D 2 j2KX � Zj, it follows that deg' � 2.

On the other hand, for any point y 2 Y , if the scheme theoretic �bre
'�1(y) is a cluster of degree � 3, then there is a curve D0 2 j2KX j containing
'�1(y), and '�1(y) is contained in a �bre of '!D0

: D0 ! P1, which contradicts
Lemma 3.5. Hence ' : X ! Y is of degree 2 (possibly inseparable if char k = 2).
In particular 2 j 9K2, so that K2 is even and K2 � 4; thus P2 � 5, and
dim j2KX � Zj � 2 for any cluster Z of degree 2. By changing Z if necessary,
we can assume that '(Z) = y 2 Y is a general point, and is thus nonsingular.
We have just shown that every �bre '�1(y) has degree exactly 2, so that ' is
at by Lemma 5.1; it is easy to see that this implies that Y is normal.

Now for any D 2 j2KX � Zj, the image '(D) = �D � Y is a curve through
y = '(Z) isomorphic to P1, and deg'jD = deg' = 2. By Lemma 5.3 the
�D � Y are linearly equivalent, so that they are all contained in a linear system.
This contradicts Lemma 5.4: in any linear system of curves through y, curves
singular at y form a linear subsystem of codimension � 2, whereas the �D for
D 2 j2KX � Zj form an algebraic subfamily of nonsingular curves depending
with a complete parameter space of dimension� 2 made up of curves isomorphic
to P1. Q.E.D.

Remark 5.5 Here we have assumed that '(Z) = y 2 Y is a general point only
for simplicity (see Lemma 5.4).

Proof of Theorem 1.3, Case (b) Let Z be a cluster of degree 2 on X and
x 2 Z a reduced point; that is, Z is either a pair (x; y) of distinct points, or a
point x plus a tangent vector y at x. We assume that j3KX j does not separate
Z, and gather together a number of deductions concerning the curves

CL 2 jKX + Lj and DL 2 j2KX � Lj for all L 2 Pic0X;

arriving eventually at a contradiction.

Step A h0(KX + L) � 1 for all L 2 Pic0X. In fact if L 6= 0 then
h2(KX + L) = 0, and hence h0(KX + L) � �(KX ) � 1.
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Step B Z 6� CL for all L 2 Pic0X and all CL 2 jKX + Lj. Indeed

H0(X;OX (3K))! H0(CL;OCL(3KX ))

is onto by the assumption H1(OX(2KX � L)) = 0, and OCL(3KX ) very ample
follows from Theorem 1.1 exactly as in x4, Step II. Therefore if Z � CL then
j3KX j separates Z, which we are assuming is not the case.

Step C For general L 2 Pic0X and all CL 2 jKX + Lj we have x 2 CL.
First of all, since dimPic0X � 1, there is an L 2 Pic0X and a curve

CL 2 jKX + Lj containing x, and CL does not contain Z by Step B. Now if
L1; L2 2 Pic0X is a general solution of L+L1 +L2 = 0, and x =2 CL1

, x =2 CL2
,

then CL +CL1
+ CL2

separates x and Z, a contradiction.

Step D h0(KX + L) = 1 and H1(KX + L) = 0 for general L 2 Pic0X.
By Step C, every s 2 H0(KX + L) vanishes at x. If h0(KX + L) � 2 then

some nonzero section would vanish also at y. The statement about H1 follows
from RR:

1 = h0(OX (KX + L)) � �(OX(KX + L)) = �(OX ) � 1:

Step E x 2 Bs j2KX � Lj for general L 2 Pic0X. For if DL 2 j2KX � Lj
does not contain x then DL + CL separates x from Z (since by Step B already
CL separates them).

Step F For general L;L1 2 Pic0X, the point x is a base point of the linear
system

��(2KX � L1)jCL

�� on CL, and hence

H1(mxOCL(2KX � L1)) 6= 0:

This follows from x 2 Bs j2KX � L1j because by Step D, restriction from X
maps onto H0(OCL(2KX � L1)).

Step G We now observe that Step B implies that x is a singular point of
CL. If x 2 SingX then it is automatically singular on CL. On the other hand,
if x is nonsingular on X and on CL, consider the blowup � : X1 ! X of x and
the algebraic system C0

L = ��CL � E, where E is the exceptional divisor. Let
y 2 X1 be the point corresponding either to the other point or to the tangent
vector of the cluster Z. Since the curves C0

L move in a positive dimensional
system, there is a curve C 0

L through y, and therefore a curve CL containing Z,
contradicting Step B.
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Step H For general elements L;L2 2 Pic0X, there is an isomorphism
mxOCL(L2) �= mx.

This follows as usual by automatic adjunction (Lemma 2.4) applied to the
conclusion H1(mxOCL(2KX � L1)) 6= 0 of Step F, where L1 = �L � L2. We
�rst get a nonzero homomorphism

mxOCL(2KX � L1)! !CL = OCL(2KX + L);

that is, a map mxOCL(L2) ! OCL ; since CL is 2-connected this must be an
inclusion, and the image is the ideal of a point mz. But x is a singular point of
CL (by Step G), and thus x = z.

Step I Let � : C0 ! C = CL be the blowup at x. Step H implies that
L02 = ��L2 is trivial on C0 for every general L2, and hence for every L2 2 Pic0X
(by the group law). We derive a contradiction from this. Consider the diagram

Pic0X@ > resC >> Pic0C @ > �� >> Pic0(C0)

"

G

where G is the kernel of ��. Now the key point (exactly as in Ramanujam and
Francia vanishing) is that G is an aÆne group scheme. Since the composite
�� Æ resC is zero, Pic0X maps to G. Since Pic0X is complete resC is the
constant morphism to zero. But this is obviously nonsense: for example, since
H1(OX (2KX + L)) = 0 for all L 2 Pic0X, the exact sequence

0!OX (�KX � L+ N )!OX (N )!OC(N )! 0

is exact on global sections if L 6= N . Thus H0(OC(N )) = 0 and the restriction
of N to C is nontrivial. Q.E.D.

6 The bicanonical map

Preliminaries and the proof of Theorem 1.4, (a) and (c)

This section proves Theorem 1.4. We start by remarking that j2KX j is free.
Indeed, for any C 2 jKX j, the restriction OX(2KX ) ! OC(KC) is surjective
on H0, and jKC j is free by Theorem 3.3. For a cluster Z of degree 2 in X, note
the following obvious facts:

(i) If Z is contracted by j2KX j then jKX j does not separate Z; thus

h0(IZOX (KX )) � pg � 1 or dim jKX � Zj � pg � 2:

(ii) If j2KX j contracts Z then so does jKC j for any curve C 2 jKX � Zj.
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Proof of Theorem 1.4, (a) We suppose that every curve C 2 jKX � Zj
is 3-connected, and derive a contradiction from the assumption that j2KX j
contracts Z. By Theorem 3.6, every C 2 jKX � Zj is honestly hyperelliptic.
As in the proof of Theorem 1.3, Case (a), it follows that '2K : X ! Y has
degree 2, and maps every C 2 jKX � Zj as a double cover of a curve �C � Y
isomorphic to P1. Then �C for C 2 jKX � Zj form an algebraic subfamily of a
linear system of curves through y = '2K(Z), with a complete parameter space
of dimension � 2. As before, this contradicts Lemma 5.4 (but y 2 Y may now
be singular). Q.E.D.

De�nition 6.1 Let X be a projective surface with at worst Du Val singularities
and with KX nef. A Francia curve or Francia cycle is an e�ective Weil divisor
B on X satisfying

KXB = paB = 1 or 2:

If KX is ample and B is Gorenstein (for example if B is a Cartier divisor), it is
clearly either an irreducible curve of genus 1, or a numerically 2-connected curve
of arithmetic genus pa = 2. It would be interesting to know if B is necessarily
Gorenstein.

Proof of Theorem 1.4, (b) =) (c) The argument is standard and we
omit some details. Suppose that the 2-canonical map ' = '2K : X ! Y is not
birational. Every point x 2 X is contained in a cluster Z of degree 2 contracted
by '; we choose x 2 NonSingX. Theorem 1.4, (b) gives a Francia curve B0 � X

through Z. Write S ! X for the minimal nonsingular model of X and B = bB0

for the hat transform of B0 (as in the proof of Lemma 4.2). Then by Claim 4.3,
B is also a Francia cycle on S, that is, 1 � KSB = paB � 2. An easy argument
in quadratic forms shows that there are at most �nitely many e�ective divisors
B � S with KSB = 1 and B2 = �1 (compare [Bo], pp. 191{192 or [B{P{V],
p. 224). Therefore every general point of S is contained in a curve B with
KSB = paB = 2, and hence B2 = 0. Now the same argument in quadratic
forms shows that divisors with KSB = 2 and B2 = 0 belong to �nitely many
numerical equivalence classes, so one class must contain an algebraic family of
curves. This gives a genus 2 pencil on S, and therefore also on X. Q.E.D.

We use the following obvious lemma at several points in what follows.

Lemma 6.2 (Dimension lemma) Let � � X be a cluster of degree d which
is contracted by j2KX j, and C 2 jKX j a curve containing �. Then

h1(I�OC(KC )) = dimHom(I�;OC) = d:

In particular, for any x 2 C, we have

h1(m2
xOC(KC)) = dimHom(m2

xOC ;OC) = 1 + dimT';x � 4;

where T';x is the Zariski tangent space to the scheme theoretic �bre of '2KX

through x.
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Proof Since jKCj is free and contracts �, the evaluation mapH0(OC(KC))!
O�(KC) = kd has rank 1, so that h1(I�OC(KC )) = d comes from the exact
sequence

0! H0(I�OC(KC ))! H0(OC(KC))! kd

! H1(I�OC(KC ))! H1(OC(KC)) = k:

As usual, Serre duality gives

Hom(I�;OC) = Hom(I�OC(KC); !C) d H1(I�OC(KC )):

We obtain the last part by taking � to be the intersection of the scheme theoretic
�bre '�1('(x)) with the subscheme V (m2

x) � C corresponding to the tangent
space. Q.E.D.

Case division and plan of proof of (b)

Throughout this section, Z is a cluster of degree 2, and we argue by restricting
to a curve C 2 jKX � Zj, usually imposing singularities on C at a point x 2 Z.
As usual, the assumption that Z is contracted by KC gives a homomorphism
IZ !OC linearly independent of the identity inclusion. By passing to a suitable
linear combination s0 = s + �id if necessary, we assume that s 2 Hom(IZ ;OC)
is injective, and hence s(IZ) = IZ0 for some cluster Z0 of degree 2; the family of
clusters Z 0 as s runs through injective elements s 2 Hom(IZ;OC) is an analog
of a g12 on C.

The argument is modelled on the proof of Theorem 3.6. As there, we use
di�erent arguments depending on how Z and Z0 intersect, or, to put it another
way, how Z0 moves as s runs through injective elements s 2 Hom(IZ;OC). (In
other words, how the g12 corresponding to Hom(IZ;OC) breaks up into a \base
locus" plus a \moving part".) Let s 2 Hom(IZ;OC) be a general element, and
IZ0 = s(IZ). Logically, there are 4 cases for Z and Z0.

1. SuppZ \ SuppZ0 = ;.

2. SuppZ \ SuppZ0 6= ;, but SuppZ 6= SuppZ0.

3. Z = Z0.

4. Z 6= Z0 are nonreduced clusters supported at the same point x 2 X.

In Case 2, jZj has a �xed point plus a moving point; as we see in Lemma 6.4,
this contradicts KX ample. In Case 1, jZj is a free g12, and the isomorphism
IZ �= IZ0 with SuppZ \ SuppZ 0 = ; implies that IZ is locally free, so that Z
is a Cartier divisor on C. If pg � 4, it turns out that we can choose C to be
\suÆciently singular" at a point x 2 Z so that Z � C is not Cartier, and Case 1
is excluded for such C (see Lemma 6.5).

In Cases 3{4, when the support of Z does not move, we must �nd a map
s0 : IZ ! OC vanishing on a \fairly large" portion of C, so that its scheme
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theoretic support B � C is \fairly small". The key idea is to look for s0 as a
nilpotent or idempotent (see Lemma 6.7 and Corollary 6.8). The assumption of
Case 3 is Hom(IZ ;OC) = End(IZ), which is a 2-dimensional Artinian algebra;
this makes it is rather easy to �nd a nilpotent or idempotent element, and to
prove Theorem 1.4, (b).

In Case 4, Z0 is x plus a tangent vector y which moves in TC;x as s 2
Hom(IZ;OC) runs through injective elements; this is an in�nitesimal g12, an
interesting geometric phenomenon in its own right (see Remark 6.3 and the
proof of Proposition 6.9, Step 6 for more details). The key point in this case is
to prove that the extra homomorphism s : IZ ! OC takes m2

x to itself, so that
End(m2

x) is a nontrivial Artinian algebra; see Proposition 6.9.

Remark 6.3 In Case 4, reversing the usual argument proves that 'KC
also

contracts Z0, and so it contracts a cluster � of degree � 3 contained in the �rst
order tangent scheme V (m2

x) � C. If C is numerically 3-connected, this is of
course impossible by Theorem 3.6. In this case, Hom(I�;OC) is a certain analog
of a g23 or g34 on C.

Case 4 certainly happens on abstract numerically 2-connected Gorenstein
curves, and more generally, the analog of a gm�1

m . Example: let Ci for i =
1; : : : ;m be nonhyperelliptic curves of genus gi � 3 with marked points xi 2 Ci,
and assemble the Ci into a curve C =

S
Ci by glueing together all the xi to one

point x, at which the tangent directions are subject to a single nondegenerate
linear relation, so that the singularity x 2 C is analytically equivalent to the
cone over a frame of reference fP1; P2; : : : ; Pmg in Pm�2. Then C is Gorenstein
and KC restricted to each Ci is KCi+2xi (see [Ca1], Proposition 1.18, (b), p. 64,
or [Re], Theorem 3.7), so that jKC j contracts the whole (m � 1)-dimensional
tangent space TC;x to a point.

A cluster Z of degree 2 supported at x corresponds to a point Q 2 Pm�2 =
P(TC;x). Since Z is contracted by KC (together with the whole tangent space),
by our usual argument, the group Hom(IZ;OC) is 2-dimensional and a general
s : IZ ! OC has image IZ0 where Z0 is a moving cluster of degree 2 at x,
corresponding to a moving point Q0 2 Pm�2. It is an amusing exercise to see
that if Q is linearly in general position with respect to the frame of reference
fP1; P2; : : : ; Pmg then Q0 moves around the unique rational normal curve of
degree m�2 passing through fP1; P2; : : : ; Pm; Qg. On the other hand, if Z is in
the tangent cone to C (say, tangent to the branch C1), then IZ is not isomorphic
to any other cluster of degree 2, so that Hom(IZ ;OC) = End(IZ); this has 2
idempotents vanishing on C1 and on C2 + � � �+ Cm.

The following easy exercises may help to clarify things for the reader:

1. Let x 2 C be an ordinary triple point of a plane curve, say de�ned by an
equation f(u; v) = u3 + v3+ higher order terms; then for general �, the
ideals (u + �v; v2) in OC;x are all locally isomorphic. [Hint: Multiply by
the rational function (u+ �v)=(u + �v).]

2. If C is the planar curve de�ned by vw = v3 + w3 then mx = (v; w) is
locally isomorphic to IZ = (v; w2) and to IZ0 = (v2; w).
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3. If C is the planar curve locally de�ned by v2 = w3 then mx = (v; w) is
locally isomorphic to IZ = (v; w2).

(Compare the proof of Proposition 6.9, Step 6.)

Lemma 6.4 Case 2 is impossible.

Proof Since x 2 Z \ Z0 and SuppZ 6= SuppZ0, we can interchange Z and Z0

if necessary and assume that Z0 = fx; yg with x 6= y. Consider the inclusion
s : IZ ,! OC with image s(IZ) = IZ0 = mxmy and the identity inclusion.
One of these vanishes at y and the other doesn't, so their restrictions to a
component � containing y are linearly independent on �, and, as in Claim 3.7,
for any general point y0 2 �, some linear combination s0 = s + �id de�nes an
isomorphism s0 : IZ �= mxmy0 . Reversing our usual argument shows that x and
y0 are contracted to the same point by jKCj or j2KX j, so that the free linear
system j2KX j contracts � to a point. This contradicts KX ample. Q.E.D.

Clusters on singular curves

Our immediate aim is to exclude Case 1, but at the same time we introduce
some ideas and notation used throughout the rest of this section. Choose a point
x 2 Z. Since X has at worst hypersurface singularities and C is a Cartier divisor
in X, it is a local complete intersection, that is, locally de�ned by F = G = 0.
(Of course, X may be nonsingular.) We think of x 2 Z � C � X � A 3 as local,
and write OA3 , OC , etc. for the local rings at x. We take local coordinates
u; v; w in A 3 so that Z is de�ned by u = v = w = 0 in the reduced case, or
u = v = w2 = 0 otherwise.

Lemma 6.5 (1) The quotient IA3 ;Z=mA3 ;xIA3 ;Z is a 3-dimensional vector
space, and Z � C is a Cartier divisor at x if and only if F;G map to
linearly independent elements of it.

(2) Suppose that pg � 4 and Z is contracted by j2KX j. Then the curve C 2
jKX � Zj can be chosen such that Z is not a Cartier divisor. For this C,
Case 1 is excluded.

Proof (1) says that a minimal set of generators of the ideal IA3 ;Z consists of
3 elements, which is obvious because IA3 ;Z is locally generated at x 2 Z by
the regular sequence (u; v; w) or (u; v; w2). Now Z is a Cartier divisor on C if
and only if IC;Z is generated by 1 element, that is, F and G provide two of the
minimal generators of IA3 ;Z . This proves (1).

For (2), suppose that F = 0 is the local equation of X � A 3 . If F 2
mA3 ;xIA3 ;Z then by (1), Z is not a Cartier divisor on any curve C 2 jKX � Zj.
Suppose then that F =2 mA3 ;xIA3 ;Z, so that F provides one of the minimal
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generators of IA3 ;Z. Then the ideal IX;Z of Z � X is generated by 2 elements,
in other words, dimk IX;Z=mX;xIX;Z = 2. Therefore

h0(mxIZOX (KX )) � h
0(IZOX (KX )) � 2 � pg � 3 � 1

(by remark (i) at the beginning of this section). Thus we can �nd a curve
C 2 jKX � Zj whose local equation at x is g 2 mX;xIX;Z . Then g has a local
lift G 2 mA3 ;xIA3 ;Z, so that (1) applies to C. Q.E.D.

Remark 6.6 The same argument can be expressed more geometrically. If Z
contains x as a reduced point, that is, IA3 ;Z = mx, then x 2 C is Cartier if and
only if C de�ned by (F;G) is nonsingular at x, that is, F;G map to linearly
independent elements of mx=m

2
x.

To interpret the nonreduced case IA3 ;Z = (u; v; w2), note that

F =2 mA3 ;xIA3 ;Z () F = Pu+Qv + Rw2 with one of P;Q;R =2 mx.

In other words, the surface Y locally de�ned by F = 0 is either nonsingular at
x, or has a double point with Z not in the tangent cone. In the opposite case
F 2 mA3 ;xIA3 ;Z , it is easy to see that x 2 C is either a complete intersection
de�ned by two singular hypersurfaces, so has 3-dimensional tangent space TC;x,
or is a planar curve, which is either a double point with Z in the tangent cone,
or a point of multiplicity � 3.

The nilpotent{idempotent lemma

Our proof of Theorem 1.4, (b) in Cases 3{4 is based on the following result.
Note �rst that Hom(IZ ;OC) � H0(C n SuppZ;OC), and the latter is a ring.
(We usually write IZ for IC;Z in what follows.) In other words, maps IZ ! OC
can be viewed as rational sections of OC that are regular outside SuppZ, so
that it is meaningful to multiply them (the product is again a rational section
of OC that is regular away from Z).

Lemma 6.7 Assume that K2
X � 10, and let C 2 jKX � Zj. Suppose that

s : IZ !OC is a nonzero homomorphism which is either nilpotent with s4 = 0,
or a nontrivial idempotent with s(1� s) = 0. Then the scheme theoretic support
of s (respectively, in the idempotent case, either s or 1� s) is a Francia curve
B, and IZOB(2KX ) �= !B .

More generally, suppose that si : IZ ! OC for i = 1; : : : ; 4 are nonzero
homomorphisms such that s1s2s3s4 = 0. Then one of the si has scheme theoretic
support a Francia curve Bi with IZOBi(2KX ) �= !Bi .

The �nal part is more general, because we allow some si = id, or some of
the si to coincide. Notice that OC has no sections supported at �nitely many
points, so we need only check the conditions s4 = 0 etc. in each generic stalk of
OC , that is, as rational functions on C.
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Proof If s : IZOC(KC ) ! !C is not generically injective, the factorisation
provided by automatic adjunction (Lemma 2.4) gives a subcurve B � C satis-
fying IZOB(KC) �= !B; we are in the limiting case of numerically 2-connected.
Write C = A + B for the decomposition of Weil divisors, so that A is the di-
visor of zeros of s. Passing to the minimal nonsingular model S and taking
the hat transform bB as in Lemma 4.2 and Claim 4.3 gives a decomposition

KS
lin
� f�C = A1 + bB such that A1

bB = 2.
Therefore by the Hodge algebraic index theorem, A2

1
bB2 � (A1

bB)2 = 4.

If both A2
1,
bB2 � 1, it follows that K2

S � 9, a contradiction, so that either

A2
1 � 0 or bB2 � 0. Then (because KS = A1 + bB and A1

bB = 2), either

KXA = KSA1 � 2 or KXB = KS
bB � 2. Suppose for the moment that

KS
bB � 2. Since 2pa bB � 2 = bB2 +KS

bB, it follows at once that we are in one of
the two casesbB2 = �1;KS

bB = 1; pa bB = 1 or bB2 = 0;KS
bB = 2; pa bB = 2:

But by Lemma 4.2 and Claim 4.3 we have KS
bB = KXB and pa bB = paB, so

that B is the required Francia curve.
It remains to get rid of the possibility thatKXA = KSA1 � 2 in the di�erent

cases. If s is a nontrivial idempotent, we can swap A $ B by s $ 1 � s if
necessary, so that KXB � 2. In the nilpotent case, since A equals the Weil
divisor of zeros of s and s4 = 0, it follows that C � 4A. Then KXA � 2 would
imply K2

X � 8, a contradiction.
The last part is exactly the same: each si (for i = 1; 2; 3; 4) is either injective

or has scheme theoretic support a subcurve Bi � C with IZOBi(KC ) �= !Bi ,
and divisor of zeros Ai = C�Bi. Since

Q
si = 0 it follows that C �

P
Ai. Now

arguing as above gives that one of KXAi or KXBi � 2; if the �rst alternative
holds for all i then K2

X = KXC �
P
KXAi � 8, a contradiction. This proves

the lemma. Q.E.D.

We apply Lemma 6.7 via a simple algebraic trick.

Corollary 6.8 If A = EndOC (IC;Z) is an Artinian algebra of length � 2 then
it has a nontrivial idempotent or a nonzero nilpotent with s2 = 0. More gener-
ally, if Hom(IC;Z;OC) is a 2-dimensional vector space contained in an Artinian
algebra A � H0(C nSuppZ;OC) of dimension � 4 then there exist nonzero ele-
ments s1; : : : ; s4 2 Hom(IC;Z;OC) with zero product. Under either assumption,
Lemma 6.7 gives a Francia curve B � C containing Z.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4, (b) in Case 3, since the case
assumption is that s : IZ ! IZ � OC , so that Hom(IZ ;OC) = End(IZ) is a
2-dimensional Artinian algebra.

Proof In the main case dimA = 2, this is completely trivial: if k � A is the
constant sub�eld, any s 2 Ank satis�es a quadratic equation over k of the form

0 = s2 + as+ b = (s � �)(s � �):
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If � = � then s0 = s�� is nilpotent with s02 = 0; otherwise, s0 = (s��)=(���)
and 1� s0 = (s � �)=(� � �) are orthogonal idempotents.

More generally, an Artinian algebra is a product A = A1 � � � � � Al with
local Artinian rings (Ai; ni) as factors; the maximal ideals of A are codimension
1 vector subspaces mi � Ai given by n1�A2�� � ��Al (say). The projection to
the factors (if l � 2) give nontrivial idempotents; if l = 1 then A is local, with
nilpotent maximal ideal. This proves the �rst part.

We now prove the more general statement: a 2-dimensional vector subspace
V � A in an Artinian algebra has nonzero intersection with every maximal
ideal, say si 2 V \ mi. If the local factors (Ai; ni) have dimension di then
ndii = 0, and the product

Q
sdii maps to zero in each factor, so is zero in A.

Taking
P
di = dimA � 4 gives the �nal part of the claim. Q.E.D.

Proof in Case 4

In the following proposition, x 2 C � A 3 is a local curve which is a local
complete intersection at x. We choose local coordinates u; v; w on A 3 so that
IA3 ;Z � OA3 is generated at x by the regular sequence u; v; w2. As before, we
write OC for the local ring OC;x and IZ = IC;Z for the OC module obtained
as the stalk at x of the corresponding ideal sheaf. (Thus the statement of the
proposition only concerns homomorphisms s : IZ ! OC of modules over the
local ring OC .)

Proposition 6.9 Let Z � C be a cluster of degree 2 supported at x. We assume

(i) Z is not a Cartier divisor on C;

(ii) there exists a homomorphism s0 : IZ ! OC such that for general � 2 k,
s0 + �id de�nes an isomorphism IZ �= IZ� with Z� a cluster of degree 2
supported at x, and Z0 6= Z.

Then any homomorphism s : IZ !OC takes m2
C;x to m2

C;x, that is,

IZ @ > s >> OCS S
m2
x @ > >> m2

x

Proof of Theorem 1.4, (b) in Case 4 We apply the proposition to the
global homomorphism s : IZ !OC , using the assumption of Case 4. We get

Hom(IZ ;OC) � End(m2
x) � Hom(m2

x;OC):

Now Lemma 6.2 gives dimHom(IZ ;OC) = 2 and dimHom(m2
x;OC) � 4; but

A = End(m2
x) is a subring of H0(C n SuppZ;OC), so that Corollary 6.8 gives

the result. Q.E.D.
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Proof of Proposition 6.9, Step 1 If s 2 Hom(IZ;OC) is any element
then s(IZ) � mx; for otherwise s would be an isomorphism IZ �= OC near x,
contradicting the assumption that Z � C is not Cartier.

Step 2 Note that m2
x � IZ, so that we can restrict s : IZ ! OC to m2

x.
Also, mxIZ � m2

x, and obviously s(IZ) � mx implies that s(mxIZ) � m2
x.

Step 3 It is enough to prove that s(w2) 2 m2
x. Indeed,

mxIZ = (u; v; w) � (u; v; w2) = (u2; uv; v2; uw; vw;w3);

so that

m2
x = (u; v; w)2 = (u2; uv; v2; uw; vw;w2) = mxIZ +OCw

2 � OC :

Step 4 Since C is a local complete intersection, IA3 ;C = (F;G), where
F;G 2 OA3 is a regular sequence. Now Z � C gives F;G 2 IA3 ;Z , so that

F = Pu+Qv + Rw2;

G = P 0u+ Q0v + R0w2;
with P;Q;R; P 0; Q0; R0 2 OA3 : (5)

The set of local homomorphisms IZ !OC is a module over OC ; this is the
stalk at x of the sheaf Hom . For the moment, we take on trust the following
general fact (see Appendix to x6 for a discussion and a detailed proof.)

Claim 6.10 The OC module HomOC (IZ;OC) is generated by two elements,
the identity inclusion id : IC;Z ,! OC and the map t : IC;Z ! OC determined
by the minors of the 2� 3 matrix of coeÆcients of F;G:

t(u) = QR0 � RQ0; t(v) = �PR0 + RP 0; t(w2) = PQ0 �QP 0: (6)

Step 5 According to Steps 3{4, to prove Proposition 6.9, we need only
prove that PQ0 � QP 0 2 m2

A3 ;x. We are home if all four of P;Q; P 0; Q0 2 mx.

Thus in what follows, we assume (say) that P 0 =2 mx. Then P 0 is a unit, and
G = 0 de�nes a nonsingular surface Y containing C. Dividing by P 0, we can
rewrite G in the form u = �(Q0=P 0)v�(R0=P 0)w2. Then subtracting a multiple
of this relation from F gives f = qv+rw2 as the local equation of C � Y (where
q = Q� PQ0=P 0 and r = R� PR0=P 0).

Therefore it only remains to prove that if C is the planar curve de�ned by
f = qv + rw2, the two assumptions of Proposition 6.9 imply that q 2 m2

Y;x.

As in Lemma 6.5, assumption (i) implies that q; r 2 mY;x, so that q 2 m2
Y;x is

equivalent to saying that x 2 C � Y has multiplicity � 3
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Step 6 Consider the linear terms of the given isomorphism s0 : IZ ! IZ0
:

s0(v) = av + bw mod m2
Y;x; s0(w

2) = cv + dw mod m2
Y;x:

Because Z0 6= Z, it follows that (b; d) 6= (0; 0). However, if b = 0 and d 6= 0,
then for general �, the two generators of IZ� = (s0(v)+�v; s(w2)+�w2) would
have linearly independent linear terms, so that IZ� = mC;x. This contradicts
assumption (ii). Therefore b 6= 0, and IZ� has a generator with the variable
linear term (a + �)v + bw. It follows that Z� runs linearly around the tangent
space to x in C.

Now we claim that x 2 C � Y is a planar curve singularity of multiplicity
� 3. Indeed, the isomorphism IZ �= IZ� implies that Z� � C cannot be a
Cartier divisor; but if x 2 C � Y were a double point, this would restrict Z� to
be in the tangent cone, contradicting what we have just proved. This completes
the proof of Proposition 6.9. Q.E.D.

Appendix: Proof of Claim 6.10

We start by slightly generalising the set-up: let OA be a local ring, assumed
to be regular (for simplicity only), and x; y; z a regular sequence generating a
codimension 3 complete intersection ideal IZ = (x; y; z). Consider a regular
sequence F;G 2 IZ. Note that

F = Px+ Qy + Rz and G = P 0x+Q0y +R0z

for some P; : : : ; R0 2 OA . Write OC = OA=(F;G) and IC;Z = IZOC =
(x; y; z) � OC . (In the application, Z � A = A 3 was a nonreduced clus-
ter de�ned by (x; y; z) = (u; v; w2) and C � A 3 a complete intersection curve
through Z.)

Lemma 6.11 (1) A presentation of IC;Z over OC is given by

O�5
C @ > M >> O�3

C @ >

0@xy
z

1A >> IC;Z ! 0; where M =

0BBBBBB@
P Q R

P 0 Q0 R0

0 z �y

�z 0 x

y �x 0

1CCCCCCA :

(2) Hom(IC;Z;OC) is generated over OC by the two elements id and t, where

t :

0@xy
z

1A 7!
0@ QR0 � RQ0

�PR0 +RP 0

PQ0 � QP 0

1A : (7)
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Proof (1) An almost obvious calculation: because IC;Z = (x; y; z), there is
a surjective map ' : O�3

C ! IC;Z, such that (h1; h2; h3) 2 ker' if and only if
h1x + h2y + h3z = 0 2 OC. Write H1;H2;H3 2 OA for lifts of the hi. Then
H1x+H2y+H3z 2 IA3 ;C = (F;G). Subtracting o� multiples of F and G means
exactly subtracting multiples of the �rst two rows of M from (H1;H2;H3), to
give identities H0

1x + H0
2y + H0

3z = 0 2 OA . Now x; y; z 2 OC is a regular
sequence, so it follows that (H0

1;H
0
2;H

0
3) is in the image of the Koszul matrix

given by the bottom 3 rows of M . This proves (1).
(2) A homomorphism s : IC;Z ! OC is determined by (x; y; z) 7! (a; b; c)

where a; b; c 2 OC satisfy M (a; b; c)tr = 0 (we write (a; b; c)tr for the column
vector). It is easy to check that (7) gives a map t in this way.

The condition M (a; b; c)tr = 0 consists of 5 equalities in OC = OA=(F;G).
We choose lifts A;B;C to OA , and write out the last 3 of these as identities in
OA :

�zB +yC = �F � �0G
zA �xC = �F � �0G
�yA +xB = F � 0G

for some �; : : : ; 0 2 OA . (8)

Taking x times the �rst plus y times the second plus z times the third, the
left-hand sides cancel, giving the identity

(�x+ �y + z)F = (�0x+ �0y + 0z)G 2 OA :

Now since F;G is a regular sequence in OA , this implies that

�x+ �y + z = DG = D(P 0x+Q0y +R0z)

�0x+ �0y + 0z = DF = D(Px+Qy + Rz)
(9)

for some D 2 OA .
Now subtracting D times the given generator t changes0@AB

C

1A 7!
0@AB
C

1A �
0@ QR0 �Q0R
�PR0 + P 0R
PQ0 � P 0Q

1AD

and has the following e�ect on the quantities �; : : : ; 0 introduced in (8):

(�; �; ) 7! (�+DP 0; � +DQ0;  +DR0);

(�0; �0; 0) 7! (�0 +DP; �0 +DQ; 0 +DR):

To see this, note that the �rst equation of (8) is

�zB + yC = �F � �0G = �(Px+ Qy +Rz) � �0(P 0x+Q0y +R0z);

so that the e�ect of the two substitutions � 7! �+DP 0 and �0 7! �0+DP on the
right exactly cancels out B 7! B+D(PR0�P 0R) and C 7! C �D(PQ0�P 0Q)
on the left. The upshot is that we can assume D = 0 in (9).
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But then since (x; y; z) is a regular sequence, (9) with D = 0 gives

� = ly �mz
� = �lx +nz
 = mx �ny

and
�0 = l0y �m0z
�0 = �l0x +n0z
0 = m0x �n0y

for some l; : : : ; n0 2 OA . Finally (8) can now be rearranged as

(C � lF + l0G)y = (B �mG+m0G)z

(C � lF + l0G)x = (A � nF + n0G)z

(B �mF +m0G)x = (A � nF + n0G)y

therefore

A � nF + n0G = Ex

B �mF +m0G = Ey

C � lF + l0G = Ez

for some E 2 OA . This means that the map s given by (a; b; c) is a linear
combination of t and the identity, as required. Q.E.D.

A less pedestrian method of arguing is to say that all three of OA , OC and
OZ are Gorenstein, so that adjunction gives

0! !C !Hom(IZ; !C)! !Z = Ext1(OZ ; !C)! 0:

The two generators id and t correspond naturally to the generators of !C and
!Z .
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